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To whom it may concern,
The Outer Limits is a 65 foot commercial passenger fishing vessel (CPFV) specializing in taking clients
fishing for pelagic game fish and rockfish. In addition to Sportfishing the Outer Limits is well known in
the Marine Science community as a research and support vessel. Throughout the years we have
participated in many fisheries related projects with the science community and understand the value of
a successful partnership between fisherman and the science community. Our background provides us
with the experiences to be well trained to collect and provide accurate useable data. We are a wellequipped vessel with many amenities and welcome any and all observers.
Diversification is key to any business, the Outer Limits currently has fishing charters mostly fishing
pelagics June through October. With the economy soaring the past few years the charter fishing has
been pretty hot however if a downturn in the economy happens the number of clients with disposable
income for recreational fishing will decrease and a shorter season will follow. We have looked at several
commercial fisheries to branch out to, however most would need a major retrofit to the vessel or are
just not suited for a mid-size vessel. Deep-Set Buoy Gear (DSBG) is a good fit in the future of our
business endeavors.
With a strong rod and reel background, setting gear is second nature. Multiple sets of stabliscope
binoculars and navigation software that allows for satellite buoy tracking allow us to be well equipped at
tracking our gear. In addition, our daily uploads of water profiles, the ability to stay out at sea for
multiple days at a time and 1,000 mile range would help us fish in areas that may be less frequented but
stand in favorable conditions.
DSBG is a valuable revenue source that will offset unchartered dates and downturns in the economy
where CPFVs may face hardship. While achieving this we also hope to collect and provide valuable data
where gaps are present.
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9) Data Gaps: Will your EFP fishing specifically address any o f the following data gaps? (See
Attachment B for descriptions)
Active gear tending
Gear conflicts/number of vessels
Gear configuration

□ Concurrent gear use
Explain what methods you would use, or information you plan to gather, to address the data gaps
you checked off above
We are interested in using our satelite sub sea information linked to our navigation
software to find new fishing areas based on favorable water structure as well as
bathymetrics. In addition, we are interested in proving that this would be a viable
oppurtunity for a cpfv. Being a larger vessel we have the range to fish away from
other vessels and plan to set gear at least 1 mile from any other vessel.

10) Reporting Requirements and Observer Coverage:
• You must maintain a logbook for reporting catch and other operational information (such
as time and location of catch) in a format specified by National Marine Fisheries Service
• Up to 100% observer coverage may be required on your EFP fishing trips
• Data gathered as part of the EFP will be publicly available
I acknowledge the above conditions, and verify that I am willing and able to cover the cost o f
any level of observer coverage required under permit terms and conditions.
I f you are unable to cover the entire cost of the observer coverage requirement, please explain
what portion you may be able to cover and identify other sources o f funding which may be
available to help you cover observer costs.
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